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Review from Netherlands
REVIEW OF HIGH FIDELITY CABLES PRODUCTS
(Power Cables, Interconnects, Speaker Cables and Power Conditioners)
Dear Rick,
As promised I hereby send you a review of your products now they are
“settled in” (around 4 months in use by now).
My equipment consists of the following products:
Furutech E60TPe Power Distributor (Virtual Dynamics Testament 2.0
Power Cable to HMS outlet)
Innuos Zenith MK2 Music Server (High Fidelity Cables Reveal Power
Cable)
T&A DAC 8 DSD DAC (High Fidelity Cables Reveal Power Cable)
ASR Emitter I Exclusive + Accu Integrated Amplifier (High Fidelity
Cables Reveal Power Cable)
Martin Logan ESL 11a Speakers (Audioquest Thunder Power Cables)
REL R528 Sub (Virtual Dynamics Testament 2.0 Power Cable)
Accessories: High Fidelity Cables MC 0.5 Power Conditioner (1x) and MC
0.5 Helix+ PC (2x)
Interconnects: High Fidelity Cables CT-2 (RCA) replacing Virtual
Dynamics David 2.0
Speaker Cables: High Fidelity Cables CT-2 replacing Virtual Dynamics
David 2.0
The Reveal Power Cables were replacing Virtual Dynamics Power 3.
I find it very difficult to bring under words the way your products
brought my system to a much higher level, but I’ll try!
What I hear:
- lots of (micro)detail, hearing just a lot of sounds never heard
before (also from older albums!)
- far more dynamic sound with incredible speed
- very clear/transparent sound
- very big soundstage (deep and wide, layered) with lots of air around
the instruments
- very deep, fast and dry bass (never heard drums like this!!)
- lovely midrange giving a lot of body to voices, with very nice
timbre
- very sweet, open and never fatiguing treble
In fact, your products just better every aspect of sound, I believe my
equipment is sounding at least 2 or 3 classes higher now…………..they
just let me hear what the set is capable of.
When I’m listening in the dark (or just close my eyes) at high sound
levels it’s like visiting a live gig……
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I love listening to Symphonic Rock and when a lot of instruments are
played together it’s still possible to follow every instrument
separately……it’s just amazing…….so much detail and still musical
Conclusion: wonderful stuff!!!!
Sincerely,
Tom Otter
The Netherlands
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